FIG. 1. Addition (red) and depletion (gray) regions of electron charge density in the S1 (left side) and S7 excitations (right side) for Chl a. A negligible charge transfer character of these excitations is evident from the significant overlap between the above regions. A similar configurations has been obtained for Chl b.
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Appendix A: Optimized coordinates
Chl a optimized coordinate: C -24. 774304 -13.776933 33.517884 C -23.350821 -14.179719 33.123816 C -22.563059 -14.034707 34.288944 C -23.274793 -13.510300 35.405730 C -24.663590 -13.266494 35.013283 N -21.266679 -14.244408 34.564310 C -21.094752 -13.849660 35.889830 C -22.355124 -13.379591 36.446352 C -22.872669 -14.662602 31.910234 N -21.562861 -15.062152 31.753962 C -21.401626 -15.594636 30.506391 C -22.745678 -15.734179 -20.360858 -10.083368 20.341049 C -20.812758 -10.922310 19.131626 C -20.143044 -10.582971 17.796713 C -20.633543 -11.490947 16.663950 C -19.844066 -11.399558 15.346737 C -20.381770 -12.436509 14.343658 C -19.510736 -12.663124 13.104396 C -20.077485 -13.744883 12.179845 C -19.257180 -14.017947 10.907157 C -17.855974 -14.549606 11.226245 C -23.240803 -17.184926 29.891555 C -20.195844 -16 947480 -15.053940 8.602120 C 2.121370 -14.584530 9.873760 C 0.840610 -14.664560 10.661090 C 0.058250 -15.700940 9.850720 C 3.326580 -14.074420 10.303240 C 3.740120 -13.598710 11.685100 C 5.213520 -13.081540 11.519260 C 5.577600 -13.396320 10.149580 C 4.463240 -13.958780 9.489580 C 6.594550 -13.304640 9.221070 C 6.030400 -13.836870 8.002770 N 4.718760 -14.225140 8.214370 C 3.653880 -14.761900 12.644330 O 2.627380 -15.206260 13.096140 O 5.854550 -12.522960 12.374060 Mg 3.333800 -15.000000 7.000000 N 4.739660 -14.889000 5.504230 C 4.524500 -15.254190 4.219740 C 5.720180 -15.040920 3.446200 C 6.673450 -14.536560 4.316210 C 6.035400 -14.442220 5.595280 C 6.639430 -13.956600 6.761320 C 7.951220 -12.763070 9.448470 C 0.222660 -17.105530 10.415480 3 C 0.160150 -13.298550 10.733380 C -0.092120 -12.629600 9.397270 C -1.071400 -11.503700 9.551980 O -1. 668980 -11.253400 10.571160 C 3.324780 -15.772350 3.709220 C 8.055890 -14.094090 3.997770 C 8.109320 -12.612230 
